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Human Lung Slices: New Uses for an Old Model

Even before the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic,
respiratory infections were the third leading cause of death worldwide
(1). Their presence exacerbates other respiratory diseases, including
asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), and cystic
fibrosis (2, 3), whereas lung diseases like COPD or asthma facilitate
pulmonary infection because of a partially disrupted airway
epithelium (3).

The target cell of most respiratory viruses is the epithelial cell,
which is the first and essential barrier against viruses in the
respiratory tract. The infection causes an acute immune response, cell
differentiation, regeneration of the epithelium, and later resolution.
On the one hand, infection experiments have been predominantly
performed in vivo on laboratory animals—mostly mice and rats—
displaying the most complex systems. The obtained results still need
to be translated to the human organism. On the other hand, the
infection of airway epithelial cells in vitro provides a simple and
robust model, mainly using primary human cells or cell lines.
Primary epithelial cells respond to different surface conditions, also
depending on their origin, by rapid differentiation and variation of
their phenotype (4). As there are no other cell types present, part of
the classical immunological response is missing. The growing
evidence underscoring the importance of intra- and intercellular
communication, as well as cell–matrix interactions (4, 5), has led to
the development of more complex in vitro (ex vivo) models over the
last few years. Their complexity bridges the gap between in vivo and
single cell cultures, as they are of lower complexity than in vivo and
yet more complex compared with single cell cultures. Furthermore,
the different complexities also affect the role and interaction of the
viruses with the respiratory tract. Models incorporating increased
complexity include classical coculture (two-dimensional), organoid
culture, differentiated multilayer epithelial cells grown at an air–liquid
interface, lung on a chip, and precision-cut lung slices (PCLS) or lung
explants. PCLS include all resident cell types, including T cells and
macrophages, and also permit assessments of functional properties
(6). Lung slices are used in a broad spectrum of research, such as
toxicology, immunology, and pharmacology, as well as bacterial and
viral infection models (7–9). Also, human lung slices are of particular
value for translational research despite their variability of responses.

In this issue of the Journal, Wronski and colleagues (pp.
544–554) describe a study in which they induced stable infection
with rhinovirus (RV) in PCLS, validated the replication of the virus,
and determined differences in genomic and release of some
mediators (10). Even though an incubation time of three days only
captures the early stage of infection, Wronski and colleagues clearly
demonstrate a typical type I IFN-driven viral response (11). They
were able to discriminate changes in gene expression of RV-infected
PCLS, which they clustered depending on cell types or signaling
pathways. Replication-independent changes induced by inactivated
viruses showed different patterns of gene expression compared with

active viruses. Most importantly, they found an overlap of strongly
induced or suppressed genes of the RV-infected PCLS compared
with genomics of brushed primary epithelial cells from patients with
asthma and COPD available in a public database (12, 13).
Interestingly, these RV-induced gene expressions for asthma and
COPD differed substantially, with only a small overlap between the
two groups. Finally, the antiviral treatment of human PCLS by
Rupintrivir affected solely the gene regulation of inflammation and
not the integrity and healing of the epithelium. This allows for the
discrimination of drug action at different stages of the infection
process and correlates it to distinct gene regulation patterns. Thus, it
permits better insight into mechanisms of drug actions and their
consequences.

There are some limitations and possible improvements for
further research to be discussed. First, the number of patients used
for the genomic analysis is relatively small (3–4 patients). Wronski
and colleagues referred to the small interpatient differences, but an
additional direct comparison of each condition per patient would be
helpful in statistical analysis. More details on medical history, such
as diseases and premedication, would further strengthen the
conclusions. These factors should have an impact on the results of
genomic analysis. The use of human PCLS obtained from patients
with COPD or asthma followed by a viral infection could elucidate
factors and pathways of exacerbation. The production of human
lung slices can lead to the availability of a large number of PCLS as
well as functional cryopreserved PCLS (2). Even though the number
of viable cells is slightly reduced, thawed PCLS may still be useful
for infection experiments.

Second, during the slicing process of PCLS, growth factors
responsible for wound healing in the tissue are released and induced.
In order to distinguish gene inductions caused by the slicing process
from the former, the genetic data should be compared to native
human lung tissue, which is also available in public databases.

Third, human PCLS with small airways, as used byWronski and
colleagues, show changes in gene expression andmediator release.
This should be compared to possible physiological changes in the
same tissue, predominantly airway contraction (14), ciliary beating,
andmucus release. This combination would give deeper insight and
possibly yield molecular, immunological, and functional findings.

To ameliorate the immunological response in PCLS,
methodological improvements would be necessary. The infection
process involves local and systemic immune responses, which implies
chemotaxis of immune cells. PCLS allow the study mainly of local
immune responses, which lack interaction with the circulating
immune cells. Cultivation of PCLS in an air–liquid interface and
addition of distinct immune cells could yield crucial insight into
chemotaxis.

Infections by viruses, such as respiratory syncytial virus,
enterovirus, influenza virus, adenovirus, and coronaviruses (15) are
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responsible for triggering exacerbations of asthma and COPD (2, 3).
Even though RVs are the most prominent, this model of human
PCLS should be extended to other viruses. Most importantly, viruses
for which infection in other mammals is difficult (like severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 [SARS-CoV-2] in mice [16])
should be considered. However, infection with parainfluenza virus in
PCLS infects cells beneath the epithelium, which can be accessed by
the virus after the slicing process. This is clearly a methodological
artifact in PCLS and shows a limitation of the method (15).

In addition, multiple infections often occur simultaneously in
patients, and different viruses affect different epithelial cell types.
Therefore, the combination of viruses and/or bacteria would be
important.

In conclusion, the manuscript’s in-depth analysis of viral
responses is of great methodological importance and a basis for future
research. This is crucial for the study of infectious diseases and the
treatment of lung diseases.�
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